
GCE O LEVEL ENGLISH

The Cambridge O Level English Language syllabus enables learners to communicate accurately, appropriately and
effectively and to understand and respond.

The easiest way to tackle this is to link these main ideas with simple conjunctions. The English paper is
separately graded by the national examination board and UCLES, and both grades are displayed on the result
slip. O Level qualification has become a replacement for the matriculation qualification offered by the
Government boards of education. The examinations are mainly conducted by CIE, with select subject
examinations conducted by the Singapore Ministry of Education, including select mother tongue subjects,
such as Chinese, Malay, and Tamil, and humanities subject of Social Studies. Additionally, the subject of Art
and Design, the offering of which is restricted to a limited geographic region, is available in Mauritius. An
easier way is to write out an essay plan in point form - pick out three points, come up with examples and
elaborate on them. Work on drawing up an essay plan Don't just do past-year examination papers to prepare
for Paper 1 Writing of the exam. Planning is something students generally don't do and creates a distinction
between an essay which is confused and one that's well developed. Some subjects are unique to Seychelles or
have a format, curriculum, or syllabus that is unique to Seychelles. This should take you no more than 10
minutes to do. For those about to sit for their GCE O-Level exams and parents, it's a daunting period of stress,
preparation and anticipation. O Level qualification has become a replacement for the matriculation
qualification SSC offered by the Government boards of education. In , the O levels as well as the N levels will
be phased out for a new local examination. Before the exam, identify common topics in areas of technology,
environment, family issues and sports for example, and make mind maps using what you know about the
topics. Talk to your parents Yes, really Exam periods can be times of stress and isolation so don't go through
this alone. Talk to your parents about issues you are concerned about or don't really understand. Even if your
parents are not teachers, they will be able to share their points of view and give you a boost of confidence.
Additionally, the Mathematics Syllabus D subject previously offered an exam paper and a syllabus unique to
Brunei, but this has since been retired and the regular syllabus used worldwide is offered. Just do this once.
The English Language subject was previously offered with an exam paper and a syllabus unique to Malaysia,
but this Malaysia-specific qualification has since expired, and the regular English Language exam paper and
syllabus used worldwide is now used within the country. A number of subjects previously offered exam
papers and syllabuses unique to Singapore, but these have since been retired or planned to be phased out. He
has taught since and is also a teacher trainer, having delivered workshops and training courses to Ministry of
Education teachers as well as British Council teachers in Vietnam and Singapore. However, due to the high
costs associated with O Level qualifications, their reach is limited to middle to elite class families. This is
equivalent to secondary education now. Your daily good stuff - AsiaOne stories delivered straight to your
inbox Name By signing up, you agree to our Privacy policy. When you work on a year-series assessment, look
at the answers and ask why something is right and then try to identify the common forms of errors. Use the
year-series to improve on grammar It's really how you use the year-series. Oct 07, It's that time of the year
when year-end examinations are around the corner. Main article: School Certificate Mauritius In Mauritius ,
the O Level qualification is awarded as part of the School Certificate , which is awarded upon successful
completion of Form V in secondary school. The International General Certificate of Secondary Education
from Edexcel is also offered as an equivalent alternative qualification, for which exam registration may be
done through the Mauritius Examinations Syndicate. It is one way and gives you fluency but it is quite time
consuming. Due to the high costs associated with O Level qualifications, their reach is limited to middle to
elite class families.


